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Deanship of Scientific Research at JUST

To Become an Internationally Recognized and Reputable Center for Innovative and Ethically Based Research
The Deanship of Scientiﬁc
Research (DSR) at Jordan
University of Science and
Technology (JUST) is focused
on creating a research environment that is conducive to both
basic and applied research,
and to promote the creation of
knowledge in support of developmental processes in Jordan.
Enhancing university’s national visibility as a leading
research institute is the prime objective of DSR as well
as to establish an internationally recognized proﬁle for
its research activities. DSR drives
efforts in support of an active research culture that
fosters distinctive achievements, and does everything
at its disposal to accelerate certain facets of research
that have immediate returns in fulﬁlling pressing
community needs.
DSR is also highly committed to excellence in constructive collaboration with national and foreign institutions
in the ﬁeld of scientiﬁc research. This is initiated by
signing MoU's between JUST and the partnering
institutions. In addition, the deanship of research
fosters the efforts of creating bridges between JUST
researchers and various funding agencies by consistently organizing workshops and seminars where
speakers from the funding agencies are invited to
campus to talk about the different windows of opportunities that are open and available for funding. Just
recently, the deanship of research hosted speakers
from the Shoman Foundation, the Fulbright Commission and DAAD under this umbrella.
In terms of ﬁnancial resources for DSR, 3% of the
entire university budget is allotted to research to cover
all imminent staff members' research requirements.
National and regional external funding from public and
private sectors is also available. This includes, but not
limited to, Scientiﬁc Research Support Fund, the
Higher Council of Science and Technology and Qatar
National Research Fund. DSR also makes use of
international external funding through, to mention just
a few, Tempus, FP7, DAAD, DFG,

Fulbright, NIH and USAID. There are also donations
and contributions from other foundations, companies,
and individuals.
It was through the relentless efforts of diligent
researchers, a number of faculty members were
awarded local, regional and international prestigious
prizes and awards for outstanding research. This
includes the Shoman award, the Hisham Adeeb
Hijjawi award, the COMSTECH award, the Elsevier
award, Al-Khwarizmi award, The Institute of Energy
fellowship award, and the ASME fellowship award
and others.
To promote higher quality research in the academic
community, the DSR at JUST doubles the salaries
paid to scholars opting to spend their sabbaticals at
world-class universities and research institutions and
centers around the world, preferably in Western
Europe and North America. Furthermore, DSR at
JUST has set aside a separate budget to be paid out
in the form of incentive awards to those faculty
members who publish research papers in top notch
world class journals that are indexed by Scopus.

Prof. Osamah Haddad
Dean of Research
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JUST faculty member delegated
to receive Nobel Peace Prize
2013 on behalf of OPCW

Dr. Awni Al-Otoom, a recognized chemical weapons inspector, was selected to receive the Nobel
Peace Prize on behalf of the Organization for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW)
along with its director general, Mr. Ahmet
Uzumcu. Dr. Al-Otoom, who has been recognized for his efforts in dangerous situations,
recently participated and contributed to the
destruction of chemical weapons production
facilities in Syria.
Dr. Al-Otoum, currently seconded to OPCW, is a
faculty member with the department of chemical
engineering at Jordan University of Science and
Technology.

A Lecture on Fulbright
Scholarships on campus

Dr. Alanani, a Fulbright representative, delivered
a lecture on Fulbright scholarships oncampus.
During her lecture, she offered an overview of the
Fulbright program; a program that provides opportunities to postgraduate students and faculty
members to do research in the United States.
Alanani also reviewed the process for completing
application forms, deadlines and conditions
required of the applicant. Dr. Alanani also pointed
out that this opportunity is made available to
students who wish to complete a post-graduate
(master's) degree within the Fulbright program,
and that these grants are funded by the U.S.
State Department in more than 160 countries and
offered to outstanding students.
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JUST Signs MoU with Al-Farabi
Kazakh National University

To mark the twentieth anniversary of ongoing relations
between Jordan and Kazakhstan, Jordan University of
Science and Technology signed a cooperation agreement with the University of Al-Farabi. The aim of the
agreement, which was signed by the university
president, Dr. Abdullah Malkawi, and Dr. Jalm Mutanov,
president of the University of Al-Farabi, was to enhance
prospects of cooperation between the two sides in the
training of students and in developing a number of joint
academic programs in all ﬁelds of science and research,
through the sharing of experiences. The parties also
discussed possibilities for admitting Kazakh University
students at JUST, through exchange programs. The
parties also addressed prospects for cooperation
between JUST and other Kazakh academic institutions
and universities, and ways to strengthen relations in
various ﬁelds, especially in scientiﬁc research. The
president of the University of Al-Farabi, Dr. Jalm
Mutanov gave a lecture to Deans Council at JUST. In his
lecture, he went through the experiences of his University with QS World University Ranking and how his
institution managed
to get ranked at the
300th position among
the top 500 world
universities.
Dr.
Mutanov added: we
in Kazakhstan are
seriously considering
sending our students
disciplines.
During the meeting with the Kazakh delegation, Malkawi
said that JUST is seeking to become a global university
in the coming phase leveraging its state-of-the-art
infrastructure and many positive attributes of upholding
academic integrity, indicating that the university now has
in its ranks students from around 55 nationalities.
Malkawi further briefed the delegation about the establishment and development of JUST, mainly in the
scientiﬁc and medical research ﬁelds.
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100 percent Success Rate for Graduates
of Faculty of Dentistry/ JUST in Part II
of the Royal College of Surgeons of
Ireland (MFD exam)

Open Day by the Faculty of Pharmacy
for Al-Ramtha Community

Graduates of the faculty of Dentistry at JUST
achieved the highest success rate in the MFD
exam (part II) of the Royal college of Surgeons of
Ireland. This was a 100 percent success rate. The
overall number of candidates was 46 from around
Jordanian universities.
The exam was held in the Faculty of Dentistry of
Jordan University of Science and Technology on
7-8/12/2013.

The Faculty of Pharmacy at JUST organized the Jordanian pharmaceutical Free campaign in Turrah Comprehensive Secondary School for Girls.
The activity includes major chronic diseases of high
blood pressure, diabetes, high fat and the risk of each of
them and how to avoid them as well as to conduct free
tests for pressure and diabetes. It also includes the
deﬁnition of alternative medicine and herbs, and the
habit of smoking and how to quite it.

4 Tech for 4 days: JUST has hosted
BBC Arabic’s weekly technology

Jordan University of Science and Technology (JUST)
hosted BBC’s Arabic weekly technology show, 4Tech
for 4 days during which several TV reports were
ﬁlmed and would be broadcast in February 2014. The
visit was coordinated by Queen Rania Queen Rania
Al Abdallah Center for Environmental Sciences &
Technology.
4Tech’s host, Nassim Ramadan
interviewed the President of Jordan University of
Science and Technology, Prof. Abdallah Malkawi,
who highlighted the current programs and research
activities undertook by the University. Dr. Ziad
Al-Ghazawi will appear in one of the reports to talk
about Water Reuse Management. Also Dr. Abdulhakeem Eljarah invited 4Tech to the Shaumari Wildlife
reserve to ﬁlm the capturing of an Oryx using dart gun
and the process of performing some dentistry work
upon the animal. Another report will host Dr. Munir
Rusan to talk about The Management of Olive Mill
Wastewater (OMW). Finally, Mr.Muneer Al-Zu'bi, A
Master’s degree student, presented to 4Tech a new
identiﬁcation system similar in function to the
well-known Radio frequency identiﬁcation system
(RFID) which depends on infrared (IR) in lieu of the
conventionaly RF signal.

Faculty of Medicine Signs MoU with
Auckland University’s William Beaumont
School of Medicine

The Faculty of Medicine at JUST signed an MoU with
"Beaumont" - the University of Auckland in the State of
Michigan-USA, to open up prospects for cooperation
between the two parties in the ﬁelds of exchange of
medical students, faculty members and, also, share
academic experiences in curricular development and
cross-training in various ﬁelds of medical education.
Dean of faculty of Medicine at JUST Prof. Tawﬁk
Dradkah and Professor Robert Volprg, both of whom
signed the MoU, agreed to set up committees to follow
through on the implementation of the MoU, and the
exchange of visits between the two sides. Dr. Volprg
also visited King Abdullah University Hospital, where he
was briefed on the functions of various departments in
the hospital and discussed with hospital management
possibilities for boosting opportunities on cooperation
between the two parties.
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Welfare Bazaar at JUST

The faculty of Pharmacy organized a welfare
bazaar on campus. The charity event tendered
an assortment of homemade foods and sweets
prepared by students and their families, and
displayed accessories and clothes sold at
nominal prices to patrons. Participants
expressed their gratitude for being able to offer
such voluntary work toward their fellow citizens;
they were also grateful to the university for providing such a philanthropic academic climate and
for allowing this type of extracurricular effort and
expressed their appreciation towards fellow
students at the Faculty of Pharmacy.
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Award Ceremony for Bahraini
Students in Jordan

A Ceremony was hosted at JUST campus to honor
Bahraini student graduated in the year 2013/2014
from various Jordanian universities.
The Ceremony was attended by student's parents
and representatives of Bahraini Embassy in Jordan

Fine Art Bazaar entitled:
"Women in action"

The Deanship of Student Affairs at JUST organized an exhibition titled “Women in action” for the
artist Shadi Ghawanmeh. The three-day exhibition included a number of paintings that reﬂect
the experience of the artist and demonstrat his
technical and intellectual capabilities that stood
as true signature in the art of sketching human
faces and shapes. This was blended with
superior ability in using hi-tech for coloring.

Students Concert by Al-Farabi Kazakh National
University
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Outstanding Efforts of Dr. Sereen
Bataineh made JUST Globally
Recognized as Partner to
Open2study Australia
Jose Herrera-Perea, Executive General Manager of
Open2Study
(Australia)
declared that Jordan University of Technology (JUST)
will be globally recognized
as a partner to Open2Study
the Global Free Online Offer
at Open Universities

Ministry of Environment
and Water in the UAE Honors
Dr. Ghazi Al Karaki
The Ministry of Environment and Water in the
United Arab Emirates to
honor Prof. Dr. Ghazi
Al-Karaki / professor in the
College of Agriculture,
who is currently working
as an expert for the cultivation of water (without soil)

Australia. He said: “150,000 thousand students
from 185 countries will learn from JUST expertise in
Microbiology; and they will get the best experience
available on the market (our completion rates are
the best worldwide).”
Herrera-Perea recognizes the outstanding work
that Dr. Sereen M. B. Bataineh, Assistant Professor
of Microbiology / Forensic Science, has done to
demonstrate the high academic standards JUST
upholds in the domain of online learning.
Open2Study team has been working remotely with
Sereen which will result in a new and groundbreaking 4-week online course in Microbiology. This vital
course will be launched by the end of January 2014
at www.Open2Study.com with the potential of
reaching 1,000,000 prospective students in 2014.

in the Federal Ministry of Environment and Water.
This is due to the distinguished project introduced by
Dr. Karaki in the form of an initiative named "The
Initiative of our Production" for the development of
aquaculture in the United Arab Emirates. During the
annual ceremony of the ministry, HE Dr. Rashid
Ahmed bin Fahad, Minister of Environment and
Water, tendered an award to Dr. Karaki, noting the
efforts made by Dr. Karaki and his team.

Jordanian Dentists (JUST graduate)
representing Japan in a global
conference

This prize represents
Entrepreneurship
and
Human
Development
Award of Arab Youth Council, on a ceremony which
was held in Egypt last
week. The ceremony was
patronized by the Arab
Countries League for the
purpose of awarding the
youth pioneers in the ﬁelds of social services,
scientiﬁc research, culture, sports, media, and human
rights.

A Jordanian dentist, Dr.
Mohannad
Nassar
Issa
(JUST
graduate)
was
awarded the ﬁrst prize by the
Japanese Society for Dental
Research
(JADR).
This
award conferred Dr. Nassar
to represent the State of
Japan at the World Congress

of the Society for the Scientiﬁc Dental Research
(IADR) to be held in 2014. He will compete with
representatives from across Japan, United States ,
Great Britain, Canada and other participating
countries competing for this prestigious award.
Dr. Nassar was selected after a competition between
many participants from various Japanese universities with the attendance of prominent Japanese
researchers and professors to assess a number of
Japanese participants. It is noteworthy that this
award is one of the most prestigious awards in the
ﬁeld of dentistry. Nassar is pursuing his PhD in
Japan at Tokyo University of Medicine and Dentistry,
which is classiﬁed as the most renowned Japanese
universities, especially in the ﬁeld of Dental
Research.

Mr. Ahmad Dawood Al-Zoubii
(Faculty of Veterinary Medicine)
wins the Prize of “Human
Development Award” for Arab Youth.
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An Award in Teaching
Excellence

Dr. Othman Beni Yonis, Assistant Professor in the
department of Public Health - Faculty of Medicine,
was awarded "Award in Teaching Excellence" for
teaching medical students at the University of
Illinois, College of Medicine at Peoria
(UICOMP)/USA in October 2011, in recognition for
excellence in teaching.
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FACULTY AND STAFF
ACHIEVEMENTS
An Award in Dental and
Facial Esthetics for
Dr. Ziad Al- Dwairi

Dr Ziad N AL- Dwairi of the faculty of dentistry was
awarded a fellowship in Dental and Facial Esthetics
from The International Academy of Dentofacial
Esthetics-USA (FIADFE) in recognition of services
and devotion to the advancement of the various arts
of esthetics in dentistry and medicine

ACADEMIC PROMOTIONS:

Saad Gharaibeh, Ph. D.
Professor, Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine

Feras Quran, Ph. D.
Professor, Faculty of Dentistry

DECEMBER ACTIVITIES
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A Lecture on: Studying in
Germany by DAAD

Seminar on: "Opportunities for
Graduate Studies in France

Korean Ambassador Visits
Nuclear Research and Training
Reactor Site at JUST

Three Regional Training
Workshops at Princess Haya
Biotechnology Center - JUST

Dr. Nicole Thompson from University of Western Ontario lecturing
on: "Force Management & Skin
Integrity"

Regional Training Course on
"Climate Changes" at Queen
Rania Center for Enviromental
Science and Technology
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